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Abstract

Absorption Studies

yf

fetastable Helium Atoms*

Lie *

.”4

o. £L'son

The processes which destroy the metastable states

of helium atoms have been studied by measuring the

density of atoms in the various states as a function

of time in the afterglow of a pulsed discharge. The

density was determined by studying the time-varying
optical absorption caused by the metastables., Various

destruction processes have been postulated. By

matching the experimental decay curves to the

theoretical form of the:decay, the coefficients for

individual destruction processes were determined. In

particular, the coefficients for destruction of

1528S, metastable atoms resulting from collisions
between two metastables and the coefficient for

diffusion have been determined as a function of

temperature. The diffusion coefficient at 200°K is



l.6’x 1043 cm” atoms) , and the metastable metastable
sec/\ cc ° ~10

destruction coefficiént at 300°K is T.3 x 10

cC (1 \. |
atomf\sec

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army,

the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and

the Office of Naval Research.



Introduction

The energy level diagram governing the states

which we studied is the following:

1
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Each metastable atom absorbs a photon of characteristic

energy as it is raised to a higher excited state.

Thus the fractional absorption by the gas of the

50161 line of a helium light source yields information

about the density of atoms in the singlet 1s metastable

state in the gas.

The theory for this type of experiment has been

worked out in detail in references 2, 4, and 5; and

only the results need be presented here. The equation

found to govern the singlet’1s metastable density N_ is:

: Na Ns-4 nNDs VV Ns — AI Ns _ 3
at

The first term on the right side of this equation

represents the loss of metastables due to diffusion

where D, is the diffusion coefficient. The second



term represents the loss due to collisions between

metastables and neutral atoms where Nj is the density

of neutrals and A is the coefficient for the process.

The last term represents loss due to superelastic

collisions with electrons where n is the electron

density and 8 is the coefficient. The equation may
be separated and the solution to the time dependent

part is (provided n is constant):

VT
N= Ns © where Vs= be. + AN, +4 Nn

4
N\ is the ¢1°~ don length. For .. ~drical

absorption cell of length L and radius R this is

ny *

T= EV EY
given

)z is the destruction frequency.

lhe result for the triplet &gt;s metastable density

N is the following:

2% = 0; VN, -B N, Ns +4n Ns-2C Ny

D, is the diffusion coefficient. The second term on

the right represents the loss of metastables due to

collisions with two neutral atoms, and B is the

coefficient for the process. The third indicates



the result due to Phelps” that the destruction of

singlet upon collision with an electron yields a

triplet. The last represents loss due to collision

of two metastables, and C is the coefficient. When

the term 2CN 2 is negligible, the solution is:

=D, 1 -V.1 ad
N,= \, e ~N, &amp; where yrLh +BN,

We have attempted in our experiment to determine the

coefficients Dg 8 ’ Di» and C as functions of

temperature.

The output of our apparatus is a number proportional

to absorption in the cell. Calibration is accomplished

by observing the fractional absorption directly on an

oscilloscope. The absorption in this type of e¥rmeriment

is given by Mitchell and Zemansky™ as:

A. = Kol  _(kel)” +c 0 (ke) +.
ire alive? niena®

where L 1s the length of the absorption cell, kJ is

proportional to the metastable density, and &amp; is the

ratio of the emission line breadth to the absorption

line breadth. In appendix B it is shown that Doppler

broadening of the lines is the only type that need

be considered.
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The Doppler broadening is found to be:

3 _ 3 _ 3 «\

Pio” Sy, AY, = LTEXI0\T sec

Po —'g AV,=214x10T sec
Therefore « is given by the square root of the ratio

of the emitting gas temperature to the absorbing gas

temperature T. In appendix C it is shown that for

currents of about 1.5 ma through the light source, its

temperature is about 320°K. 1.5 ma is the current used

through most of the experiment.

XxX = j22eT

For absorption of less than about 40%, non-linear ..

absorption effects can be ignored (reference 1 or 5),

and the absorption is given by:

A. = Kolo _ \T Ke L
V1+o® (T+ 320

The expression rel- 1 Ck ng r to the metastable

jensity ig’:

Ko AV 2 BT



where A is the wavelength of the radiation, g, and

g, are the statistical weights of the normal and

excited states respectively, and T° is the lifetime

of the excited state (eppendix A). The statistical

weights are given by 2J + 1 with J a quantum number

of the statel?. Therefore, considering the lines of

the multiplet separately, we have the results:

. a [3 @388%I0°Y5N_—1aaxdNols Ko= Id Wim gw same =

3 2 Thea (338946")3N Japs?© = hE Tad Se 2 aw 7a X
3 Ny

5, 3 = Alea (UNO), N = 23545Bo = 781 Ko, 2260 IT gm 3 2 aris" LION
~8\2 -la

SE — Te (souxl0) 3 NN = 58uWN0 Ko= SETI gw \ 2.2m’ T

Our experiment does not distinguish between the three

lines of the multiplet transition, so we have:

i ~ Fo + Ro = 2 5 Fei lets18x10 N for P’ K Ko © 8 =2,1,0

- 1s = 6.31 y5, K 39x10 FE for singles
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Thus a measurement of absorption as a function of

time in the afterglow reveals the time dependence

of the metastable density. From this information the

destruction coefficients may be determined.

The expression above for the triplets has really

been slightly oversimplified. The absorption coef-

ficient for the multiplet is the simple sum of

absorption coefficientsoftheindividual lines only

in the approximation that the Doppler broadened lines

overlap exactly and the probability for exeiting all

of the transitions are equal. At very low temperatures

the lines don't overlap much, and an average of the

three absorption coefficients weighted by the line

strengths should be used. Then we would have the

result (line strengths from appendix A):

854 v 13Ko= 283fo +3 Ko,+10ke, _ 1.OExI0  N,
8A +.31+.10 VT

The simple sum approximation has been used for all

of our data analysis. The room temperature ratio of

triplet to singlet density given by Benton, Ferguson,
Matsen, and Robertsohfor one per cent absorption is:

SNe_4x10' 2.56
N,  L4xiot



We have : Lh kot (2.18316) _« KIT CE Ci

lherefore, the apg.,roximation isn Dad
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Apparatus

The central pare JL Jur apparatus ls sketched 1n

figure 1.
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a5 Ui re 1. Apparatus

The interference filter passes a band of light of

only a few angstroms width to insure that only one

transition is being observed (appendix B). The

microwave cavity was used for measuring the electron

density”. The absorption cell and microwave cavity

were wrapped with heating tapes to obtain the high

temperature measurements and immersed in liquid

nitrogen for low temperature measurements.

In figure 2 are two plots of absorption versus time

for two different values of light source current. Since

the time constant for a source current of seven milliam-

veres is seen to be only slightly less than the time





constant for a current of one milliampere, depumping

of the metastable state by the light beam has been

agsumed negligible.

The greatest problems encountered were with the

vacuum system. These ranged from simple leaks to

outgassing of the absorption cell cathode and trouble

with the ion gauge. The whole system, including the

liquid nitrogen trap, was baked at 500°K for a few

days. Then the cathode was activated. A few times it

was found that heating the cathode generated enough

impurities that the baking had to be repeated. The

ultimate pressure reached before helium was admitted and

an experiment conducted ranged from .8 x 1078 mm to

about 4 x 1078 mm. Our McLeod gauge was only accurate

to a few percent, which introduced small errors in the

diffusion measurements.
Our amplification and detection networks are

very similar to the scheme developed by Phelps and

Pack” and won't be detailed here. Essentially they

involve a time sampling network to minimize noise and

a gated photomultiplier. A special clipper powered

by the discharge current was introduced to cancel

the signal which leaked through the imperfectly gated

photomultiplier during the discharge. Sixty cycle

noise from the A.C. powered cathode was reduced by
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using a potentiometer to apply the high voltage

symmetrically to both ends of the filament. I'requency

beating of the time pulse generators with the A.C. line

was eliminated by locking the generators to the line.

A variable aperture was inserted between the absorption

cell and the photomultiplier to check for non-linearity

of the amplifiers, but none was detected.

The primary limitation on all of our me~surements

late in the afterglow was noise. Use of very stable

power supplies eliminated all sources of noise except

the random noise inherent in the photomultiplier tube

itself. This was reduced somewhat by cooling the tube

with dry ice, but the advantage proved to be not worth

the inconvenience. Presumably the measurements could

be greatly extended by using a liquid nitrogen immersed

phototube.
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’S Metastable - Metastable Interaction

The ideal way to study the destruction of triplets

resulting from metastable - metastable collisions would

be to adjust the experimental parameters until

destruction due to all other mechanisms is negligible.

Then the metastable density is governed by the equation:

aNi—-2CNN;aT

d= act+NS TNL

Yili ovhe solution:

Thus a plot of 1/N. versus t should yield a straight

line from which the constant C can be determined.

Diffusion losses are inversely proportional to

pressure, and volume losses are proportional to the

pressure squared. Therefore, to minimize the sum of

these two loss terms, an intermediate pressure is

necessary. LBExperimentally the minimum loss is found

to occur for pressures of about five to ten millimeters

of mercury. Since metastable - metastable destruction

varies as NZ, it is desirable to maximize the

metastable density. Metastable density is increased

over a limited range by increasing the discharge

current amplitude and duration. Unfortunately, an

axcessive current pulse results in emission during



the afterglow which reduces the apparent absorption;

30 again a compromise is necessary. Another problem

encountered was the fact that impurities were often

present in the gas. The metastable states of the

atoms may be destroyed by collision with the impurity

particles. This process tends to further mask the

metastable - metastable reaction. The net result is

that the above simple relation is unusable.

Therefore, our original equation must be [ Lb

can be written in the form:

CA = —aC ~—kN57 N. KN,
where the term kN, represents the total of losses due

to diffusion, collisions with neutral atoms, and

collisions with impurity atoms. For the moderate

discharges generally used when studying triplets, the

singlets are destroyed very rapidly by collisions with

electrons. Their effect on the triplet metastable

density can be ignored a few hundred microseconds after

the Qisenarie. A typical log plot of experimental

results versus time is shown in figure 3 with the

regions of interest labeled. The metastable -

metastable destruction can be recognized by a region

of positive curvature with increasing time early in the

afterglow. The term representing the formation of
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triplets from singlets can be recognized by a region

of negative curvature early in the afterglow.

'he time constant T can be determined late in

the afterglow, and then k is given by k = 1/9. A

plot of ~(3 +N;) versus N° yields the constant
C. Such a plot is given in figure 4 in arbitrary units.

The error brackets on the points on that graph result

from the difficulty in determining precisely 2h from
a plot of Ne versus t on linear —— The 4

points and error brackets imply a slope of about

2,26 x 1070 + .2 x 107° still in uncalibrated units.

Calibration is accomplished by observing that

the density in arbitrary units implied by the apparatus

is 75,000 when the actual absorption determined from

an oscilloscope is .429. We have from before:

absorption = A &amp; 2.18 x [0 LN,
{T + 320

Therefore, N, in cgs units is

arbitrary units by:

related to she N, in our

N, (arb)= 15.000 2.18x16"* LN, (cgs)422 \T+320
For T = 300°K and the length of the absorption cell

L = 42 cm, this becomes:

arb,) = 6.4% x 10” N. (cgs)





Therefore the slope previously determined becomes in

cgs units:

3 Lupe = 2C : (2.26 x 10 + .2 x 107 )(6.43% x 10

*
Lg oe

tl {. 7 volo 0
t+  eS) &gt;

‘a 107(G85)(see)atom}\ sec

The results of similar data and similar calculations

for the discharge operating at other temperatures are

presented in figure 5 with a graph of C versus T.

An approximate value for the collision cross

section can be obtained by assuming that each

metastable has 3kT/2 of translational energy or:

T  [3x7 =\|3 x 1.38 x 107° x 300
m 068 x 10-&lt;

= 1.36 x 10° cm
sel

cross section = 6 = C = 5,35 x 10712 cm?
v

If we assume that the Doppler broadened lines

of the triplet don't overlap at low temperatures we

obtain instead of the value shown in figure 5:

o|= 2.63 x 107%x 1.05 x 10°12
739 2.18 x 10-12

= 1.27 x 10°9_cc
atom sec

We see that C doesn't 7:Ty strongly over a wide

temperature range.
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°S Diffusion Coefficient

The equation governing ihe IP CB ee density Ny is
a8 discussed before:

a = Dy VN,BNN,£8nN,~CN;~impurities,
The easiest way to study the diffusion coefficient Dy

is to adjust the experiment until the other destruction

mechanisms are negligible. The metastable - metastable

destruction is reduced by decreasing the discharge

current amplitude and duration. The destruction by

neutral atoms may be shown to be negligible by using

experimental values for B determined by Phelps.

The possible destruction term due to collisions

of metastables with impurity atoms is not so simple

to eliminate from the above expression. Phelps and

Molnar® made quantitative studies of the effects of

various impurities at 300°K, and were able to

eliminate them from their measurements of diffusion

and volume destruction. In figure 6 is an experimentally

obtained plot of destruction frequency versus pressure

at 300°K using a gas sample which was several hours

old and presumable dirty. It is compared to a

similar plot obtained using the values determined by

Phelps”. From this comparison it appears that the
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impurities which we encountered are only important at

pressures above two millimeters of mercury. 1 have

assumed that this is true for all of my calculations.

It would have been better to make a detailed study of

the impurity effects at the temperatures used, but there

was not sufficient time to do so.

An example of a diffusion measurement is shown

in figure 7 with the metastable density plotted in

arbitrary units. The metastable - metastable

destruction term does not appear, and the singlet

triplet conversion is negligible after one millisecond.

Therefore, we may use the equation:

all _ 7° _ a

r a a

V, = — = Dy + BN N\=.2b om
T A A

From the graph 1 = 1.04 msec.

54 -54 a
Prom Phelps” B = 2.5 x 10 ge

atom sec

At 300°K and 1.9 mm mercury there are

6.023 x 10.2) 1.9) 6.71 x 10° atoms22.41 x 107 760 ce

~34 16,2 PY, = 1 = J + 2.5 x 10 (6.71 x 107")1.04x10-°5%
Dy = 1.61 x 1012 + .1l x 1019 en’) atoms)

sec ce





The error bracket on Dg is due to estimated possible

errors in the McLeod gauge pressure measurements.

Similar measurements were made at other temperatures,

and the results are presented in figure 8. The

diffusion coefficient for constant density is seen to

be roughly proportional to the temperature. We have,

according to Brown. 2

 =(5)3V) where Vi= 3KT
m

fherefore, we have the result that the collision

frequency for constant density is nearly independent

of temperature.
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Conclusion

Unfortunately time was not available to really

optimize the results. More extensive and orecise

values could have been obtained for the metastable

destruction processes as functions of temperature.

The apparatus began performing reasonable well only

a few weeks before this experiment was to be finished.

Donald DeAngelis, another thesis student, has

been partly responsible for the development and main-

tenance of the apparatus. His experiment dealt

primarily with the singlet metastable state of

helium, and his results include values for the

destruction of singlets by superelastic collisions

with electrons and the diffusion coefficient for

singlets.

The author is grateful to Professor J. C. Ingraham

for advice and encouragement during this project.

Mr. J. J. McCarthy and Mr. William Mulligan provided

generous technical assistance. Parts of the apparatus

were constructed by John D. Litke, a thesis student

last year.
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Appendix A Lifetime for Emission

The state 183p P is a closely spaced
2,1,0

multiplet, and hence there are really three lines

involved in emission of the 38894 band. The transition

probability for a particular line is given by Bates &amp;

Yongaara®s

p= (a AoR S sec

where h is Plank's constant, A is the wavelength of

the line, gols the statistical weight of the upper

level of the line, and S is the line strength. This

simplifies to

p= 2.02 %10°EY 7 S sec
where A is in angstrom units and S is in atomic

units. Line strength is given by S = MIL 9
a

where M is a factor depending on the particular

multiplet, L is a factor depending on the line of the

multiplet and:

= a J. Ri Rs dr)
L is the larger of the two azimuthal quantum numbers

involved in the transition. R,/r and R./r are
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respectively the initial and final radial wave functions

of the active electron normalized in atomic units.

Values of M are found using references 7 and 8. Values

of L are found in reference 9, and is tabulated

for helium by Bates &amp; Damgaard. The values of S for

the states of interest are:

*p, _ &lt;Q Sg =MLO*= 3 xjzgx31=.52
3 x58 x3) =.3|
3x36 *-31 =.I0
|x | x .87=.37

Ny

i)
9

hJ

The statistical weights Jf the states are Cs

5 Py

s P,
“Dp

Hence, the transition probabilities are:

dbp_JP= 75

dp. - O31,

op.
x

'
-

»

~1

13 ‘ -0°(.53) eCp 2.0axi0¥ gS — A 2 3506 .= Sh

2.0ax107(.3V _ 3 gy
3 (3394)}

2.02 x10" (0) = 3.42%0
Lx (2829)®
2 x10%0.87) _ 4 54xl0Se



The lifetimes are™:

3 Paw
P. ~- Sq

5 3
Pp, - S4

3
Py =

5
s,

A

L. 1
Py = "8

7

e = asguct © LBIXIO see

_ lL —2.%ax|0's3.59x10¢ ec
=1

Tange RRO sec
ot = R010 sec
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Appendix B Line Broadening

I'ne energy levels of the

roncerned with arell:
"28 which we are

’sq
1Sy

{ 159850.318 cm-
166271.70

185558.92

185559.085

) &gt;

23
3Pq 185559,277

~ 186203%.62

The maximum separation of the components of the triplet

band is: A= CAKk= 3x10 (.3¢) og L.1x10° sel

I'he Doppler broadening ist:

xy = 2(2RI2 wTP C ™M

where R is the gas constant, V, is the frequency of

the radiation, T is the gas temoc “ture, and M is the

molecular weight.

Ap, = Q\ax S$ 31X|0'x. 613 v |
Tay YS W\

= 76x10" 1, JEM



Por helium AV) = ZI6XI0" UT = 3,53xI570,JT sed
V4

Eg ’s, AV,=3.58 x10 '(3:10°) 2.57: JT = 27:1 T
3

- ls, AY, =3.5% 10 (3x10°)(199 x o)0T=AMT

Natural broadening also occurs because of the

finite lifetime (appendix A) of the statel.

§ _\ —tr, =5.08x10 sec2, 1,0 ~ ’8, SY = Tan AT (2.8%)

Py Ly
~d 2

S -
{ ="724x0 sec

AT (2.ax07)

Thus natural broadening is negligible compared to

Doppler broadening. Mitchell and Zemansky™ found that

for this type of absorption experiment Lorentz and

other types of line broadening are unimportant in

comparison to Doppler broadening and natural broadening,

so calculations need not be carried out here.

The passband of the 38891 interference filter

vas 25K, and that of the 50161 filter was 5X.

3 3 |

Pr1,0” S51 AV = As

lp, - 's,

(2x10°)(a5x16%) R__-
(388 x102)* de

(aud) 5*6%) — §95 (0 sec!
(5016 X10 8)* 15H see

Therefore, the filters pass completely the Doppler

hroadened lines.
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Appendix C Temperature of Light Source

Ne nave the formula Lor 2).orption {Irom

introduction):

Koll
A= Ko L . — N Too,

V+ x Tobs.

Late in the afterglow of the discharge the temperature

of the absorbing gas is room temperature or 300°K. In

figure 9 is a plot of absorption versus light source

current for fixed discharge and time delay conditions.

Absorption was determined from rough scope measurements.

The data points imply a downward sloping curve, which

is reasonable since the temperature of the emitting

gas is expected to increase with current. By

extrapolation the fractional absorption is found to

be .255 when the source current is zero. But for

zero source current the temperature of the light source

must be 300°K.

1655 =_Rel Kol.=.340
Vi + 300

A300

Then the temperature of the source can be determined

for a current of 1.5 ma (the value usually used in

data taking).





250 = _.560
Tasource\ \ ¥—=506 Toorop = 3 2d O “K

This method of temperature measurement is capable of

greater accuracy than is implied by the rather poor

data of figure 9. Since the measurement is made by

a sampling technique, it could readily be applied to

a pulsed light source.
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